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FOREWORD

This study was requested by the Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Systems Analysis) in October 1965. The purpose of the study was to develop
a theater-level combat simulation that would assist in the analysis of com-
peting strategic-deployment systems.

The need for a combat model of this type was realized in the course of a
broader study, begun in 1964, of the strategic-deployment objectives to be
sought by US military planners for Increasing the strategic mobility of combat
forces. The model presented here was developed to determine the military
value of changes in the rate of arrival of troops, supplies, and oquipment dur-
ing a particular contingency operation.

Since the preparation of the draft of this technical paper, other priority
work undertaken by the members of the study has unavoidably delayed ito final
publication. To expedite the early release o a description of computerized
quick gaming, draft copies were furnished to certain members of the Project
AdvsoryGroup in October 1966. Thefinalversion of the paper,although struc-
turally different, contains essentially the same model logic as the draft copy.

The authors, recognizing the following limitations of the present simula-
tion, stress this to be a Mark I version of computerized quickgaming. Lateral
movement of combat units and supplies between sectors is restricted by the
model's one-dimensional battlefield configuration. The simulation of reserve
unite, separate air-defense airc aft, and a more detailed service support am-
sessment as well as the nonlinear recovery of lines-cf-communication capa-
bility are areas deserving further Investigation.

Head, Military Gamn g Dqmrtnmst
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Problem

To design and prepare a theater-level combat simulation based on the
RAC quick game' that can measure in quantitative terms the effectiveness of
forces deployed and logistic support furnished to various theaters of opera-
tions under varying levels of troop availability.

Facts

This study was requested by the Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense
(OASD) (Systems Analysis) in October 1965. The purpose of the study was to
develop a theater-level combat simulation that, in coL1b~nation with other

4 logistics and costs studies, would assist in the anaiysis it competing strategic-
deployment means. The OASD already had available a ! .AC-developed linear-
programming model" for the design of strategic-deployment systems to meet
worldwide operational contingencies. There was, however, no combat model
available to determine the military value o changes in the rate of arrival of
troops and supplies during the initial deployment and/or subsequent buildup.
That i8, no combat model available was both complete enough and operated
with the speed necessary for a rapid determination of the results of changes
in the overall situation. However, recent unpublished notes from the US Army
Strategy and Tactics Analysis Group (STAG) indicate the existence of a quick
game called EAGLE: Experimental Air, Ground, Logistics Evaluator.

A combat model to meet this need should have air and ground forces and
their supporting logistical syEtezns, tho ability to allocate forces to various
roles and missions, and a realistic interaction between each of the elements
portrayed. The model should also be able to respor.d to a number of contin-
geacies and alternatives within the time limits imposed by the operations of
the linear-programming model or by the users' planning process.

Diseussion

The militar zommitments of the US have been extended over the years,
through various treaties and agreetients, to a worldwide arena. To meet thesN
commitments, the US must maintain the capability to deploy an effective fight-
ing force to virtualy any conflict area in the world. Two major problems

1 I
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confront the present Army and DOD planners. First, what is the level of the
fighting force that appearr to be most effective in a given contingency? Sec-

ond. -h'en the depnloymfr! means available, what is te cmpositio of the de-
plo) .nent system that will dellver a fighting force to a contingency area to
obtain the maximum effectiveness of that force?

Although there appears to be general agreement on the military and deter-
rent value of rapid force deployment, determination of the appropriate force
level is another matter. For each contingency area the questions of force size
and deployment speed arz problematical. Many contingencies represent varied
and uncertain threats, and hence no unique requirement becomes apparent.
However, overall US objectives may be met with a wide range of response
levels. For example,the status quo could still be reestablished in a conflict area
that had been overrun and later retaken. But this type o' action might be more
costly than one in which rapid deployment of forces permitted early stabiliza-
tion and a follow-on counterattack. Cost savings to be considered are those
resulting from reduced casualties, smaller US force committed, and real estate
saved from destruction.

The previously mentioned RAC lInear-programming -model is a technique
to design the least-cost deployment system to meet a stated force-closure

schedule. However, this force-closure schedule may not he the most tactically
effective fur the conflict area considered.

The evaluation of various force-closure schedules for many thsater areas
created a need for a computerized quick game.

Since its inception early tii 1963, quick gaming has been a unique tool of
considerable value. In I workingl day, one or two analysts could simulate days
or even weeks of combat between conventionally armed military forces of divi-
sion size or larger. This was possible because the essential characteristic
of quick gaming was its simplicity, a feature achieved by aggregating the ele-
ments of military combat. Using only the ivelative firepower of the opposing
sides, the terrain conditions, type of units in battle, and tactical defensive
postures, the quick-game model determined the casualties incurred by each
side and the rate of advance of the attacking force for uniform time increments
of 24 hr each.

t as. n r.i... zed th. eui.... . q.. ck ... m. , could b, gratly In-
creased if other assessment models were added for completeness, and if the
manual operation were converted to a computer simulation. Then many plays
of a given situation could be accomplished in a short period of time. Rapid
assessments would permit extensive sensitivity analyses of the impact o un-
certain assumotions or numerous changes In the tactical situation on the out-
come ot mne ,ttue.

The objective of the study effort was to produce an acceptable and corn-pletely tested theater-level combat simulation. Using the existing quick game

as the basic combat model, three now models were added: an air-operations
model,which accounts for general tactical-air mnissions of air superiority,
closelair support (CAB), and supply interdiction; a logistics model,which

- i [ .y , ' .:%. ,. :;:.
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simulates the resupply of deployed combat units, builds stockpiles at desig-
nated pointi In the theater, and simulates the flow of troops and equipment
through the theater lines of communication (LOCs), so that a realistic delay
e~ctts between units arriving in the theater and being de lnye~d aa combat

active. In addition the logistics model becomes the prime vehicle for assess-
ing the effects on combat of enemy interdiction of supplies. A third new model
was added that would, at least in a rudimentary fashion, simulate the remain-
Ing decisions occurring within a deployment-analysis study by providing a
procedure for determining where to deploy newly arrived troops, surface-to-
air missiles (SAMs), or supplies as they enter the theater ports and landing
fields. These actiovs are handled In the tactical-decision model (TDM).

The study effort proved successful. There now exists a theater-level
combat simulation programmed in FORTRAN IV capable of being run on the
IM 7044 computer system. The operating time of the simulation averages 10
sec of computer time for each day of combat, or 6 days of combat per minute
of computer time. This time includes data read-In time, assessment time,
and data prInt-out time. The computer program Is believed to be thoroughly
checked out and ready for extended application during the recond half of CY67.

The authors consider the present volume on model logic to be a Mark I
version of the quick-game simulation. Modifications will be included as con-

dI tinual development and improvement occurs ir a natural evolution process.

This volume Is restricted to a description, with detailed flow charts, of
the logic of each model within the overall combat simulation. Given a theater
scenario with appropriate ground, air, and logistic elements, and the requisite
area and terrain conditions, the simulation will assess In a theater-level set-
ting the effectiveness of a given strategy relative to other strategies. The
detailed romputer program, program-operating instructions, and a descrip-
tion of the rec"!-ed input data will be published as a separate volume.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ACA air-coutrol authority
ADA air defense artillery
AWC Army War College
CAO counter air-defense oper~tioax
CAB clone air support
CBU cluster bonablet unit&
CQO computerized quick gaming
DIA Defense Intelligence Agbfcy
FEBA forward edge of the battle area
FPS firepower score
GCM ground-combat modal
ICE index of combat effectiveness
INT interdiction
LOC lines of communication
W4G manual quick gaming

OABD Office, Assistant Secretary of Defense6
ORF overall-reliability factor
PLP pbase line penetrated
ROAD reorganization objective army division
SAM surface-to-air missile
So" siage shot (or single salvo) kill probability
STAG US Army Strategy and Tactics Analysis Group
TDM tactical-decision model
TOE table of organization and equipment
UC unit counter



DITRODUCTION

BALCKGROUND

Some of the problems facing today's military planners are the how, when,
and where problems of contingency planning: How are troops, supplies, and
equipment best transported to a conflict area under certain political or least-
cost constraints? Which force-closure schedule gives maximum effectiveness
to the strategy employed? Where should the force be applied in the face of
alternative contingencies?

The theater-level combat simulation described in the following sections
represents a technique of assessment that can determine the relative effect of
changes in the tactical situation and certain basic assumptions on the duration
and hence the cost of military conflict. Types of changes that can be evaluated
are variations in troop availability, presence or absence of good LOCs and
hence supply availability, varying levels of tactical air support, and delays Im-
posed by certain barrier techniques.

A simulation of this type has been sorely needed at RAC and will repre-
sent a significant addition to its collection of war games and combat simula-
tions already designed.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Computerized quick gaming (CQG) simulates, with a high degree of aggre-
gation, theater-level warfare between opposing combat forces. Each of the
forces may include varying kinds ct infantry, armored, or mechanized units
with aerial and artillery support. Intratheater logistics operations, required
to support combat troops and tactical air bases, are also simulated.

The quick-pme simulation Is composed of four separate but Interacting
models: the ground-combat model (GCM), the logistics model, the tactical-
air model, and the TDM. The models reforred to here are representatiuns of
ob)ects or events In the real world that are idealized insofar as only selected
properties ci reality are repreaented, making them therefore loss complicated

4 than realty. All the models are determiilstic In that the outcome is predict-
able and the element of chance is absent. Some of the models are mathematical
in that properties of the things represented and their interactions are eepresocd

* symbolically by means at mathematical expressions. Figure 1 illustrates
schematically the model Interaction within the overall simulation, indicating
some of the input to and output from each model.

7
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(c) Air defense. The capability of lighters, Interceptors, SAMs, and ADA

weapons to destroy enemy attack ais-craft.
(d) Close air support. The assistance given tu ground-combat units when

mpgo.
(e) LOC and supply-point interdiction. The reduction ol the enemy's flew

of supplies in terms of LOC capabl~ity and total supplies lost.
The (1CM determines for each day the change In the location of the FEBA

for each sector. By determining the force ratio and the posture at the engaged
troop, the rate of advance ol the attacker Is determined. The force ratio In
terms of opposing combat-effectiveness values, accounts for the presence cd
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CAB aircraft, supporting artillery, the tactical posture of the troops, and the I
oealunit efec.--. - &sfcU-- uit are reoTe rmcma- ih

held locg enough for them to be restored to full combat effectiveness; the' are
then returned to combat. New units entering the theater are assigned to 1.
particular sector by the TDM, travel through the theater WOC network within

Play of the game may be terminated when am of the following four eventsA
occuru: (a) a "pcifled nuniber of days has elapsed, (b) the enemy has forced
his way throuj'i to the friendly prts of debarkation, (c) the defending forces
have stabilized the FEBA in all battle sectors, or (d) the friendily forces have
everywhere forced the enemy back to some objective line such as the border
(4 the country being defended.

A more complete meli detailed description of the principal models will be
found in the next four chapters. Flow charts of the models and certain input

data will be found in App A.

10 I,
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chapt. I

THE GROUND-COMBAT MODEL

DEIITION

The GCM in that portion of CQG that calculates changes in the location d
the FEBA.

BACKIROUND

Quick gaming, as described in RAC-TP-76, is a manually operated land-
combat model that can be used by one or more persons to determine rapidly

4 the probable outcome of a conflict between conventionally armed WWU and
Korean War type military forces of division size or larger. In 1 working day
as much as several weeks of combat can be simulated by one or two analysts.
This is possible because of the essential simplicity of quick gaming, a feature
achieved by agregating the elements of military combat more than in most
other war games.

The main purpose of the 0CM Is to determine the daily (every 24 hr)
chaiges In the location c the FEBA within each sector. As various parameters
are changed during the course of many plays of otherwisa similar situations,
comparison of the records of the movements ot the FEBAs may be used as a
measure of the effects of the changes. Thus the model c an be used, for exam-
ple, to determine the effects of changes in the rate of arrival of supplies or
troops into the theater. By virtue of the time compression resulting from the
use of a computer, it will be possible to simulate several variations of a 2- or
3-month war in about 1 hr. However, simulating operations in other theaters
will require more time for the data-development phase.

In 1964 the RAC quick-game model was modified by the adoption of new
firepower scores (FPSs) and resultant Indexes of combat effectiveness (ICEs)
aid by chaps in Its stalemate force ratios, i.e., force-ratio values at or
below which the attacking side could not advance.

The ICE cf a division is a numerical representation of the firepower of
Its weapons normalized about a value cf 1.00 for a reorganization objective
army division (ROAD) infantry division. In computerized quick gaming the ICE
of a division Is modified only as a function of personnel or material strength.
Other pme models vary a unit's ICE In accordance with its tactical posture,

1U



but this is not necessary In quick gaming because the effects of changes in
posture are reflected in different casualty-rate curves and differeit move-
ment- rate curves.

The rate-of-advance tables in RAC-TP-70L permitted some advance by the
attacker in any posture for any force ratio equal to or greater than 1 and no
advance for force ratios less than 1. These tables were modified to make the
stalemate force ratio dependent on the defender's posture. For example, the
attacker of a fortified zone makes no advance until he has more than 1.9 times
the force of a defender; in a meeting engagement one to one is a stalemate; and
if the defender Is in disorganized retreat, the attacker will continue to advance
until the force ratio falls to 0.5. These modifications were published in
RAC-T-453.'

The following sections describe the conversion of the original RAC quick
game to the GCM d! CQG.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The OCM is that portion of CQO that calculates daily changes in the FEBA
as the various combat elements interact. In attempdng to calculate this ad-
vance, the model examines the forces assigned to combat on iach side, modifies
their ICEs according to their present personnel or material strengths, deter-
mines which side is to be the attacker, determine the defender's tactical pos-
ture, assesses casualties to all engaged units, and compstes the distance the
attacker will advance, If any.

The model takes into account the presence of CAR and supporting artllery
effets, withdraws units from combat when their combat effectiveness becomes
zero, and returns them to combt when enough time has elapsedl for them to be
restored to full usefulness. It also recognizes gross variations in terrain and
takes into account the presence of natural or man-made impediments to move-
ment. There are many factors of actual combat of which the model does not
take account, such as the effects of weather, inteUligence, communications, or
the tactical skill of particular commanders. The entire aesessment is founded
on the assumption that chracteristics of future combat will be similar to those
usually d iplayed by division-sized units in WWII and the Korean War.

To conduct a play of the ground model requires that Information be avail-
able about the theater battlefield, the troops and weapons involved, the terrain
conditions, the tactical postures, and casualty rates and movement rates for
each type of unit simulated when encountering various force rYtloe.

The Battlefield

The battlefield of quick gaming is made up of one or morp battle sectors,
with sector boundaries being %rbit rary lines more or less r ipendicular to the
FMDA. Within each sector the terrain is described In terms of segments.
Each segment Is measured parallel -to its sector boundary and is of such a
length that It can be assumed to have essentially one trafficability condition.
The Input data describing the buttlef ield indicates the number o sectors (a 4
present limit is 10 sectors/theater) and information on each sector indicating

the length, terrain type, barriers, and trafficability of each segment in sequence.

12
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The 0CM Idethles three types of tarrain as follows:
Opn, fiat, or genrally rolling terrain with a minimum of tim-

ber. tegood cross-country movemos for all types of units and Is
co-tdered very favorable for armored operations.

7W@ ILarginal terrain for armored operations. It permits only lim-
ied cross-couttry movemect of wheeled vehicles because 4 Its ruggedness,
streams, timber, and other natural obstacles. It is suitanle for foot-troop
moment.

Type C. Mountalnous, jungle, or thickly wooded terrain. All vehicles
are rifiIUed to existing roads. Cross-country movement by foot troops is
possble but difficult.

Barriers

In any type of terrain there may be barriers, either natural or man-made
that affect the movement rate of troops and vehicles encountering them. Ex-
amples of such barriers are wide, unfordable rivers; deep, rough chasms;
or extensive minefields.

Segments

Each battle sector Is composad of a continuous sequence of sogments each
of which differs from those adjacent to it In terrain type or an the presence of
a barrier, or both. There are six kinds of segmente possible: one for each
type of terrain without a barrier and one for each type with a barrier. The
kind of segment is one factor ta determining the rate of advance In that seg-
ment (see Pig. 2).

Combat Units

In general the smallest discrete combat unit simulated in the GCM is a
divisio, although an occasional unit of lesser size may be included without
seriously stressing the applicability oZ the model. This condition exists be-
cause the movement, casualty, and replacement rates used are all based on
historical data applicable to divisions. If many units of company or battalion
size ware to be individually simulated, the Inco'porated rates would be
inapplicable.

Each division In characterized by its ICE, personnel strenujl expressed
as a percentage, materiel strength in days of supply, and the proportion of its
comptnent subunits that can move at vehicle rates (armored, mechanized, or
motorized) as dIs(nguished from those that can only move at infantry rates.
Special forces, over-the-beach assault troops, paratroops, and other special-
purpose units are rot simulated.

Covabat units may be in any one of three classes: Class A, assigned to
combat; Class 1, Incomplete; or Class W, withdrawn from combat. Class A
unts a" those considered to be actually doing the fighting; they are assessed
casualtles and allotted replacements If desirable on a daily basis. Class I
mit are those coming into combat before their full complement of men and
materiel hus arrived at the FEBA. When a unit has taken sufficient casualties

13



to reduce its combat effectiveness to zero it is placed In Class W. These units I
do not contribute to the force ratio and remain out of combat long enough to be
restored to full strength. They are then automatically transferred to Class A.

Consideration was given to the Inclusion of a Class R,which would be com-
posed of reserve units at or near 100 percent strength. There were no prob-
lems associated with creating the class or in deciding how and when to assign
units to it, but the problems involved in deciding when to transfer units from
Class R to Class A were perplexing. Ceialinly a unit withdrawn from combat
because its losses had reduced it to zero effectiveness ought to be ineligible
for reassignment for at least several days. Then, although not yet fully recov-
ered, it might be returned to combat under circumstances of great need. How-
over, holding it in reserve for a longer period of time would permit it to more
neatly regain its full strength. Under different circumstances there would be
different points between Just barely recovered an'%d being fully recovered when
a commander might actually order a withdrawn unit returned to combat. The
difficulties in establishing defensible rules for simulating the variety of judg-
mental processes Involved precluded the inclusion of any provision for reserve
units in tAs prototype program. (This area will be developed further however.)
In the inweests of simplicity it was decided that each full-strength unit at the
FEBA would be assigned to combat and kept in combat until its casualties were
so great that it could no longer fight. It would then be withdrawn and remain
withdrawn until it was rebuilt to full strength. The cycle would then be repeated.

Determination of Attacker or Defender

In a manual war game the designation of attacker P'nd defender and the
selection of postures can be done by the human particirants. In a computer.ized
war game such decisions must be t-ade by rules. In CQG the net ICEs, i.e.,
the unit ICEs derived from tables of organizations and equipment (TOE) modi-
fied by the defenders'effectiveness curveof the two sides are compared each
day. The side with the greater net ICE is declar,3d to be the attacker. If the
1CEs are equal, the sie that had been attacidang is considered to continue to
attack. If there are no reinforcements or significant changes In CAS or artil-

lery support, the application of this rule wo-dld lead to a more or less realistic
attack and counterattack sequence reflecting the results of an attacking force
receiving a higher casualty rate than the defending force.

Postures Simulated

Seven choices of tactical posture are open to a defender.
Fortified Sone. A defensive position of a depth and hardness considered

typical of the French Maginot Line or the German Siegfried Line. It implies
concrete (or equivalent) protected gun emplacements, preplanned fire cove-age,
heavily protected troops and supplies, and strong barriers to combat vehicles.

Prepared Position. The next-lower level of defense after a fortified zone.
It is preplanned, constructed over a long period (weeks, months, or even years),
and for a depth of at least 5 miles provides solid protection to men and mate-
riel. It differs from a fortified zone in using less permanent construction (Le.,
earth and timbers in lieu of concrete) and in being less elaborate.

14
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ontq An arrangement requiring from 0 hr to a week or move
to Prepare. Maxdmum attention Is liven to the Judicious use of te'rala Igtuves,
the ,.i,,ctino.. wem_..m e and the prearation of protective open itbwhrih.

MeeUn! ggaement. Virtually self-explatatory. Neither sid Ie se-
seed to have more than te most hastily prepared proteotion. Ieh sies

make maximum use of the available natural terrain features, but neither Is
presumed to have an advantage.

Delaying Action. The defender is capable of forcing the attanher to depley
frequenty from his dvncing formatior. The defender im etiJr unable to or
doom not wish to hold his present poetion but retains his tac.Ucal Intelrity.

Orderly Retirement, The defender maintains only light reconnaismne
forces in cotact Oth e enemy, although occasioWl battles of the delaying-
action type may be fought on especially advantageous terrain.

Disorderly Retreat or Rost. Uelf-esplamntory. The rate of advance Is
constrained by the nature of the terrain, the capability of the attacer to sastain
movement, and the attacker's necessity to retain tactical Integrity sine sne
uncertainty always existo concerning the defender's cepabilitles In resorve end
m AOL5~

Four of the&e postures do not involve preparation of the area. They are
meetr.g engagement, delaying action, organised withdrawal, end disorderly
retreat. To select a posture for the defender from among thes choices, the
concept of unit effectiveness is used. As a division muffers casualties, Its of-
fectiveness decreases more rapidly when it Is attacking then when It Is defend-
Ing. Similarly if a division gets low on supplies, Its effectiveness Is aiso ro-
duced. The minimum effectiveness resulting from personnel and metorile
shortages is the governing factor for selecting the defensive posture,

If the postures listed above are referred to in a numerlcal nquence such
as: 4-meeting engagement, 5-delaying action, 6-orrnbe d withdrawal, 7-
disorderly retreat, and 8-holding posture, the folowing expression allows the
posture to be determined based on the average effectiveness of attacker
and deferder.

Postwe valee 8 - IEs II o min (S, 4 011

nnhor-'e the t E i.dimtes t.he coi nt of the attacker such that !. - 0,

when the attacker's effectiveness is mero, and En a 1, when atther's effeeive-
noess is nonzero. The expression R Is an average effectiveness ratio such
that

R " !vet effective ns of defendersvore Ofelt*26e of WackIer

(When the effectiveness values are equal and nonzero, the posture calculated
is 4-meeting engagement.)

CQG can also stmalate any of three postures that involve the prepoawtic
of an area. They are the defense of a fortified xone, of a prepared position,
or of a husty position. At present the location of such prepared areae must
be given as an input to the model.

FIBA Movement. If there is any movement of the FESA, It Im alvmys In
a direction that is favorable to the attacking force. The etent of the move-
ment is a function of the force ratio, the terrain, the posture of the defender,
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and the relative ability of the attacker to move at infantry or armored rates.
The maximum rate of movement permitted is 22.5 miles/day. This rate would
apply if (a) the force ratio were b or more to i; (b) the terraiui relatively flat,
unobstructed, and well suited to vehicular passage; (c) the defender in a posture
ci disorderly retreat; and (d) the attacker fully capable of moving at armored
(vehicular) ratee. If this maximum rate seems low it is well tc remember that
it is an average rate and that it applies to forces of division size or larger
over an extended pericd of time.'

Casualties and Replacements

Quick gaming requires a casualties and replacements model representa-
tive of combat activities at division level, but useful fundamenal numbers an
which such a model could be based are quite scarce. "The Staff Officers' Field
Manual,' 5 the primary source of authoritative numbers regarding casualties,
presents a considerable range of rates. For example, an infantry division
'attacking in a meeting engagement' can be expected to take about 2.7 percent
of its assigned strength in casualties each day, but this rate applies only to
periods of 5 days or less. For more than 5 days the number applicable to an
infantry division in the combat zone is 18 percent casualties per month (0.6percent/day, average). On a higher level the planning figure recommended is

5.91 percent of "total theater strength per month" (0.2 percent/day, average).
All the preceding values include both battle and nonbattle casualties.

A recent RAC paper by Besta gives many examples of casualty rates tbit
have occurred historically so far as can be determined from available records.
Much information is presented about both US and foreign (mostly British and
German) uaits' casualties under various circumstances in WWII and Korea.
The results, as would be expected, are widely distributed. However, when
grossly aggregated Best concludes that 'The typical [casualty] rate for a Ger-
man infantry division was about 0.2% per day' and that Othis figure is not sub-
stantially different from the figure for US or British ctivhtons." It is also
the value obtained from FM 101-10 as a guide for anticipating casualties per
day in a theater as a whole.

Because of these two sources for casualty data, it was the initial intent
of this paper to incorporate the field-manual casualty data into the casualty
assessment. The weakness of this data was that it gave casualty rates as a
function of posture but independent of force ratio.

Before the final draft of the report was submitted. rew data became
available that presented historical casualty rates as a function of type of com-
bat engagement and force ratio, to the extent that it was possible to measure
either item. These data were a result of a substudl done for RAC by the
Historical Evaluation and Research Office (HERO).

Shown in Table 1 are the casualty rates for each of the eight postures
recognized by the field manual FM 101-10.5 Figure 3 represents an initial
expression of casualty data as a function of tactical posture and force ratio
fror- the HERO data. (The HERO casualty data are now being used in the quick-
game simulation.) In each representation the rates are percentage casualties
per division unit per day. Casualty rates for forces such as paratroops or over-
the-beach assault troops are not given because such specialized short-term
operations are not included in quick gaming.
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TABLE 1

Cauvalty Rates for Computerized Quick Gomnini

* Situation inanr 1roe IfnrF dvision division division dvso

Fortified zone 6.6/3.5 5.5/2.9 3.5/1.9 2.9/1.6
Preparerd position 4.1/2.2 3.4/1.8 2.2/1.3 1.8/1.1
Hasty position 4.1/2.2 3.4/1.8 2.2/1.3 1.8/1.1
Meeting engagement 2.7 2.3 1.8 1.5
Delaying action 1.6 I'3 1.0 0.8
Organized retirement 1.6 1.3 1.0 0.8
Disorderly retreat 1.6 1.3 1.0 0.8
H13lding L.0 0.8 1.0 0.8

'Where two values are given, the larger applies to the first day and the
sma~ller to subsequent consecutive days.
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L' Replacement of personnel losses may be governed by one of two methods.
Either units receive individual replacements at a fixed rate of TOE strength
per- day or the combat units may be fought with no replacements until they are
ineffective because of casualties at which time the entire unit is withdrawn and
replaced with a new unit. These Lwo schemes represent the present US and
Soviet thinking respectively on the replacement problem.

However, the quick game has been designed to allow either side to incor-
porate whichever method it wants to use. In addition, different rates of re-
p)acement may be used for units in combat and units in a withdrawn status. If
the unit replacement rule is used an upper limit must be set on the number of
units that can be x eplaced,

Holding Operations

A common fault of war games is that they permit an intensity of combat
far above that which could normally be expected of real troops. Even quick
gaming has this defect. However, in a step toward more realism CQG includes,
at least for the three postures involving the attack of an enen.y in a prepared
posture, the concept of a holding operation. Specifically, each time the attacker
accumulates approximately another 10 percent casualties (an arbKrarily se.-
lected value) during the attack of a prepared enemy, he reduces his activities
to a point just sufficient to enable him to hold his position. He maintains this
level nf effort for S days during which there i,; no movement of the FEBA, and
during which the casualty rate is that associated with the holding posture. At
the end of this 3-day period the original attacker resumes the attack, provided
that there has been no significant change in the composition of the forces in-
volved. Since the 3-day period Is arbitrary, any other value may be used
if desired.

This same concept of a holding operation is used to halt the defending
nation's forces at the national boundary should they succeed in pushing the
enemy out of the country. If that situation arises, no matter how high the
force ratio might go in favor of the defending nation, the FEBA will remain, at
the border. The reason for this rule is that the defending nation is presumed
to be satisfied when the invading force is pushed out of the country. This rule
could be changed readily to permit the war to continue into an adjacent country
if this were desired.

Unit Effectiveness

A combat unit ordinarily ceases to be useful long before the last man is
wiped out, but the exact number or percentage of casualties required to reduce
a unit to zero effectiveness Is an indeterminate variable that depends on vir-
tually everything. However, the effects o casualties must be taken into account,
and this is done in Fig. 4,which was first developed by the Army War College
(AWC) and later published in RAC-TP-76.

These curves, showing the degradation of unit effectiveness as a function
of casualties when attacking and when defending, are also shown in tabular
form in Table 2.

The reduction In combat effectiveness Is not directly proportional to the
percentage of casualties. A small percentage of casualties in a fresh,
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fu,-TOR unit hes, on the average, a negligible effe-t. A emai addltional per-
cents"! tea .S fikly to offect the ui-t's ffctivees. For comventioil bett"'
this to due primLrly to the usual distribution of casualties, the critical factor
being that the Infantry, mainly In front-ine units, suffers more than 80 percent
of the casualties. Furthermore, the effect of a given casualty level Is greater
on an attacking unit than on a defending unit. This is because an attack, to be

100

60 Units in &fens*Unt in defnse
60 -

at

W20

0

0 10 20 30 40
PERSONNEL CASUALTIES, %

Fig. 4-Unit Combat Effectiveness as a Function of Pesomnel
Casualties, Division Level

TABLE 2

Division Effectiveness as a Function of Acccuod Casualties

Strength, Casualties, Effectiveness Effectiveness Streno, Casualties, Effectiveness Effectiveness
% % attacking defending % % o"acking defending

100 0 100 100 82 18 31 60

99 1 100 100 81 19 21 57

98 2 100 100 80 20 11 54
97 3 96 96 79 21 0 51
96 4 96 96 78 22 0 48

95 5 94 94 77 23 0 44
94 6 92 92 76 24 0 40
93 7 90 90 75 25 0 36
92 8 86 88 74 26 0 32
91 9 82 86 73 27 0 28
90 10 78 84 72 28 0 24
89 t-I 74 81 71 29 0 IT
86 12 69 78 70 30 0 14
87 13 64 75 69 3" 0 9
86 14 59 72 68 32 0 4
85 15 53 69 67 33 0 0
84 16 47 66 <67 >33 0 0
83 17 89 63
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succesM ul, normally requires rapid movement and good cooxftation. A do-
fediqn unit requires relatively less movement and lower interunit and intra-
uni coordlution. Therefore it can accomplish its task more effectively than
an af tking uvlt having the same perce"tage a- casu _ties. Effectiveness in
this sense ray be regarded as a measure of the organizational integrity of
a MRtt.

Close Air Support

(C) Manual quick gaming (MQG) was only concerned with the actions of
ground forces, but the computerized version incorporates a model to simulate
air activities, some of w ich are considered to be in close support of ground
troops in combat. On the basis of information from the Close Air Support
Board* and the Combat Developments Command,' it was determined that the
ICE equivalent of a typical US CAS sortie with an average load of atom ition
wold ?,e 0.0036. These same sources Indicated that the enemy would have to
use thr.'ie sorties to produce a similar effect, so an ICE of 0.0012 was assigned
to enoemy aircraft in the CAS role (see Chap. 3).

Supporting ArtiUlery

(U) SupportIng artillery is simulated in each sector by an ICE value pro-
portional to the number of combat divisions in the sector. When a division is
initially put into Class A (assigned to combat), an ICE value, representing a
division slice of the total ICE of the supporting artillery to be available in the
theater, is added to the sector's supportng artillery ICE. Thereafter, no
matter what the condition or posture of that division, its supporting artillery
ICE remains active. This simple treatment of artillery is based on the pre-
mise that artillery units are rarely overrun, seldom suffer Isevere casualties,
and, in general, can continuously perform their missions for extended periods
of time. Therefore, once in place, supporting artillezy remains avala2ble, In
terms of its ICE, for the rcst of the play. The effectiveness of supporting artil-
lery is degraded, however, if the supply level in any sector gets low ot.ough to
cause rationing or less than maximum expenditures.

(U) There is the possibility that all the units on both sides in some sector
would suffer sufficient casualties to force them into Cls W. If that happened
the only ICEs available would be those attributable to CAS and the supporting
artillery. Were the program permitted to carry out an assessment in that sec-
tor, it might produce an advance oi the part of one side or the other. This re-
sult seems to be unrealistic, so the program is designed to forbid any change
in the FEBA in a sector that has no Class A units on either side.

Rates of Advance

(U) In CQG the rate of advance of the attacking force is considered to be
a function of the mobility of the attacker, the posture of the defender, the condi-
tion ot the terrain, and the attacker-to-defender force ratio. The mobility of
the attacker is described as "infantry" for those combat personnel who must
walk or "armorod" for those who can ride. The rates used in the actual cal-
culations are proportioned on the basis of the number of infantry battalions and
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armored battalions in the division. If a division bad SO percent leftntry bat-
talons and 50 percent mehanlzed batslions, the movement rate would be an
average of te intatry and armored rates given. Generally, armored or mch-
ulaed units are classified as *armored* and all others as 4infantry.0 The de-
fenders' postures and the terrain condition are those described earlier In this
chapter. There s, of course, no rate at advance associated with the holding

The force ratio Is a pure number dbtalned by dividing a numerical mea-
sure of the combat capability of the attacker by a similarly derived measure
of the defender. In CQG this capability Is called an ICE but other measure-
ment schemes may be used just as readily if desired.

Infantry and armored rates of advance in terrain with and without bar-
riers are set forth in Tables 3 to 6. These rates were derived from basic data
that provided movement rates in terms of yards per hour.' These basic data
were translated into miles per day by normalizing against historical daily rates
in Korea and by making appropriate adjustments for the factors_ . ..postur. - .
and terrain.

Indexes of Combat Effectiveness

The measure of combat effectiveness used in the model is called the ICE,
a number that purports to Indicate the worth of a combat unit in comparison to
some standard unit. The ICEs used in CQG are derived from more fundamental
numbers called firepower potential scores (FPS). By knowing the lethal area
of a type of round of ammunition (given as a function of personnel posture) and
multiplying by an assumed daily expenditure rate for this type of ammunition,
there results a firepower potential score in terras of a lethal area per day.
When each of the firepower scores for all the weapons of the division have been
added and then normalized about the firepower score of the standard unit, the
result is the ICE value for the unit considered. Table 7 shows the FPS used
for most of the US and Soviet weapons." Force ratios can be constructed using
only FPS; however for divisoi, sized units the ICEs are more convenient.
The ICEs used in the initial play of CQG are en4 In Table 8.

OPERATION OF THY MODEL

The flow chart of the GCM (see Fig. Al) shows the logical proc-
ess on which the computer program for the GCM was based. The follow-
ing description of the operation of the GCM is directly related to Fig. Al,
although the computer program actually performs some functions in an order
other than that shown in the flow chart. These differences, necesaary to
accommodate the needs of the other models, do not affect the logic of the model.

The flow chart shows the sequence of events involved in assescing
ground combat In a given sector. This sequence is used at least once for each
sector for each day of combat. If, in a given sector, a segment boundary is
reached in less than a day, the cycle Is repeated for that aectt-r to account for
the remainder of the day.

The program starts by checking to find " If there are ground units
available for combat (Class A) in the sector. If there are aone on either side
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(C) TABLE 7

Plialier Iltwa for US Ond Soviet 1048111001

US weop.u FPS Soviet 0e.. FPS

7.61... rifle 1 7.62-..; rifle I
7.62.. IML 12 7.62-. MIGL 12
8.5-lo. rocket loeche 12 40...t rocket laumcher 12
404m. pressui launcher 9 90.. rocket launcher 22
go-mm recoilless rifle 100 90... recoille rift. 90
16.m. recoilless rifle 101 75.. recoillae rikle 78
HAW/TOW 128 160.... mortar 211
81-mm rar 298 82-mmn mortar 293
107-mm martar 880 120-.. mortar 316
106... howitzer 324 122-mm howitser 360
155.... howitzer 1480 152.... howitser 689
$-l. hflic'ir 1447 130-.mn gun 444
90...a tank gun 196 140... rocket laucher 307
MAC took w/10S4om a. 347 8-. task goo 209

100...n tank gas 301
1uS-.. aaaalt p. 249

(C) TABLE 8

Unit ICE! V.1w.. used in CQG: Initial Play

Unit ICE

US infantry division 1.00
US airmnobile division 0.87
US airborne diviioni 0.74
Thailand infantry division .4
South Vietnam infastry division 0G40
RO1K infantry divirion 0.54
RO( marine divisino 0.68
Chinese infantry divition (standarO) 0.58
Chloaes. intuh"r division (light) 0.44
Nnthm Vietnam infantry diisIion 0.42
Nort6 Korean infantry divisioa 0.48
North Korean tank division 0.28

then the program jumps to F, thereby skipping~ aH the computatiowdI steps
desa1111 with ICE, force ratio, posture, rate of aftance, stuR casualies. '"his
condition would nt usualy exist, but could occur either becatuse no uaits Wia
yet arrived in the sector or because prior comnbat had caused wiffice:ut casual-
ties to force the units to withdraw.

MU In stop Al a count of the number of CesA units onathe attacig side is
entered into a UC register. If the attacker bas to Class A units, the program
switches Immediately to A2;otberwisie It goes to B.
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AI
The program cycles through the loop from D o or through the ques- %

tions Is tIC a 0 ?l until each Class A unit on the side baR been accounted for.
VOW A IUA ufa- 16 A " a ream-- In dw *A'

being cotaliored. The other result is the sum of the percentage effectiveness
values used. This sum is contingently necessary to determine the defender's
posture.

After the ICEs for the ground I orces on both sides have been deter-
mined, the program key is reset to start with the attacker in the next cycie
(cimuge side to J). The TCE ci each side is then increased if CAB and/or
supporting artillery are available. At this point the force r.tio is formed and
Its value checked. If it is less than I and the defending side has at least one
Class A unit, the defender ard atta:.ker exchange roles. A side without any
Class A units may not attack because it is assumed he has no front-line troops
available to advance the FEBA.

If the force ratio io equal to or greater than 1, a similar check is made to
ensure that the attacker has at least one Class A unit. If the attacker has no
Class A units and the defender ha Pt lea one, the attacker and defender ex-
change rates. If neither side has Class A units, this part of the program is
skipped.

The personnel-effectiveness curve used to thl point was that applicable
to a defending unit. It is now necessary to recompute the attacker's ICE using
the curve applicable to an attacking unit. (See Fig. 4)

The program noxt checks to see if tht FEBA is at the border. If it is and
the friendly (host country) force Is the atts cker, the posture is defined to be
number 8, holding, and the program skips to G. If theje conditions do not exist
it goes to H.

At H the force ratio is again computed, this time using the revised ICE
value for tue attacker. The description of the terrain between FEBA and the
next segment boundary is then examined. If it includes a record of the presence
of a prepared defensive position, the appropriate posture is selected from
among the first three. In the absence of a prepared defensive position the pos-
ture Is determined by the average effectiveness of the attackerc .vid defender's
Class A units.

one of the first three postures is selected, the program checkS to See

which side prepared the position. If the current defender prepared the area,
the rates of &dvance applicable to the determined posture are appropriate.
However, if the current defender did not prepare the position, he is presumed
to be in less desirable defensive conditionsand the rates of advance applicable
to the next weaker posture are used. Postures 4 to 7 do not involve such
a question.

AU of these paths ultimately arrive at point D where, depending on the
posture, one of several pathr may be followed to point E or F. If it is the first
or a subsequent (active) battle day when the attacker is attempting to advance,
the appropriate casualty rate is chosen and the program goes to E for calcula-
tion ci the movement of the FEBA. If it is a subsequent (qulet) day when the
attacker is exerting only enough effort to hold his position, a lower casualty
rate is spectlied and the program goes to F, thereby skipping the calculations
c -ncerned w"th FEIA movement.
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A similar set of paths is followed for postures 2 and $. For any of the
other four pontures, since the casualty rate has already been determined, the
program goes directly to E.

The f4..se -4a. , l.. ... i 4 .0 advance. The raie is
an average of the rates for armor and for infantry according to the relative
proportions of armored and infantry units in the attacking force.

The distance the attacker could advance in the time available at that rate
Is next calculated. Normally the time aallale will be 24 hr, but If the distance

to the next segment boundary Do, determined earlier, is less than the distance
that could be covered in the available time at the given rate DR, then a segment
boundary will be reached in less than the available time. This means that a
new rate of advance becomes applicable with less than 24 hr available on the
next segment in this sector. (More information on this subject appears later.)

The distance the FEBA will be moved D" is set equal to the lesser of DB
and DR If they are equal (an unlikely possibility) the prog am says D' = DB.
This ensures that, if the boundary represents the end of a battle through a pre-
pared defensive area, the battle-day counter wfl! be ret to zero.

Next, the position of the FEBA is appropriately changed and the location
of the new FEBA is checked to see if it represents defeat for Blue (the frendly
forces). If it does, the program jumps to point I. If it does not, the uiext check
is to see if the attacker has gone as far as the time allows. If he hae, casual-
ties are assessed for each side for the total time that was available. (Time
will be recorded as i number equal to or less than 1. This stands for 1 day
and is dictated by the use of rates per day for casualties and movement.)

If D' equals D8 rather than DR, then the attacker has reached a boundary
and has not gone as far as he could in the time available. The battle-day
counter is reset to 1, the time consumed TC is computed, and T is set to equal
the time remaining. Casualties are then assessed on the basis of TC , and the
question is asked, Is T = 0?" The answer to this will be yes only in the
special case where D8 = . Normally, the program will go back to Al and
assess the action occurring during the remainder of the day. In either case
the program eventually gets to point F.

At point F, in preparation for the next day's cycle, the program ensures
that T - 1 and that the attacking side is properly recorded. The next function
is to examine every combat unit in the sector. Depending on its personnel
strength (PSI and combat status (CS) either er both of these characteristics
may be ch,.-ged.

Units with a personnel strength below e8 percent are considered to be
ineffective on the battlef!eld. Between 68 ard 79 percent they are effective as
defenders only. This is the reason the Initial determination of ICEs Is made
using the effectiveness curves applicable to defenders. If a unit is in Class A,
it will always have some effectiveness as a defender even when it is no longer
effective as an attacker. In closely matched situations this can lead to force
ratios of less than 1 to 1 after the attacker's ICE is recompited using the
effectiveness curves for attacking forces.

Interpretation of the remaining boxes of the flow chart indicates how to
exit from the model. The types of assessment for one sector have been dis-
cussed. The model now repeats for all sactors in the theater and when this
procedure is completed, either a printout of the assessments is called for or
another model is assessed, depending on the wishes of the user.
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Chapter 2

LOGISTICS MODEL

INTRODUCTION

The manual version of the RAC quick game did not consider the possible
degradation in effectiveness of combat units because of lack of supplies. In
oruer that Lne CQG be more realistic in assessing the outcome of deployIng
forces and supplies rapidly to meet a given threat, it seems desirable to add a
logistics model to the computer simulation. Such a model should simulate the
intratheater flow of supplies to units already deployed, the movement of new
units to the combat zone, and the building of stockpiles of supplies. A model
achieving these objectives would become a vehicie for aesessing the effects of
enemy interdiction on the flow of supplies and hence on unit combat effective-
ness. This chapter describes such a logistics model.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

A basic premise of the model is that resupply of deployed units will take
priority over the deployment of new units. This requires an assumption that
supplies ann equipment earmarked for resupply can be d!stinguished from the
equipment and supplies that constitute a unit's basic load and are needed for
initial deployment. Stockpiling of supplies has been given a third-priority
assignment.

The model operates independently for each side and in each sectoi of the
theater. The sectors used are the same as those defined in the GCM.

Node Concept

In each sector the network of ground LOCs is represented by a series of
single LOCs connecting nodes approximately 1 day's overland journey apart.
This spacing is necessary for the model to operate on a daily basis. The loca-
tion of each node is related to ports, airfields, or rail and road junctions
within each sector. Nodes are also linked bv al: LOCs if air bases are available.

A node may have associated with it either a SAM site, a tActical air baE ,
or both. As far as the operation oK the luolstirs model is concerned, these
entities are considered as part of the total dewand on a node for resupply
purposes.
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The n~ode Immediately behind the FEBA is responsible for the resupply of
the ground-combai units,, For tha remainder of this chapter it will be referred
to an the forward supply point. Figure 5 is a schematic representation of the

sect. node ~ ti system.snofSco od yse

Node Caracteistic

characerize by:

Ground~Grun aA eio rcpciishv encideersoe o h sup

tiode thacte rdistic prtins eicpesi ppoiaey h aea

tesancqupent b etwernoes.ne ytecaatrsic ftends oeI

(a) Arcraft capacity. The maximum daily tonnage that can be moved int

or out of the node by fixed-wing aircraft.
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(c) Requ-ireO .occk level. The requirement to hold a number ot days of
supply on hand. The size of a day of t upply, in tonR, increases as the size of
the deployed force increases.

(d) Consumption rate. A number representing the tons of supplies at a
givAe "t are comsumed per day by logistic units. Many nodes In a sector, such

Uas ports and airfields, will be occupied by large logistic units.
A special set of characteristics is used to describe the forward supply

point. It takes the same form as the general set, except for output capacity.
Within the combat zor* the ability oi logistic units to deliver supplies, and the
inherent capability of combat units to fetch and carry their own supplies is
related to the size o the deployed force. Thus the ground, helicopter, and air
output capacities of the forward supply point have been combined into a single
output that is proportional to the total day of supply of the combat units. Cur-
rently, based on I4AC's THEATERSPIEL logistic model," every forward supply
point is gven an output capacity of a maximum of 2 days of sipply in 1 day.

Units that are initially deployed in the theater are specified in the input
data. New unite entering the theater are assigned to various sectors by rules
described in the TDM, Chap. 4. They appear in the logistics model as a total
tonnzge representing the troops, equipment, and basic load available. Supplies
entering the theater are described by total tonnage and not by class. They may
be allocated to sectors based on the need of deployed combat units or predesig-
nated as supplies for a specific unit.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

The purpose of this section is to present the rules and algorithms that
make up the logistics model. The following description is for one side in one
sector or.nly, but the assessments are identical for all sectors and for both Rides.

Updatiug the Forward Supply Point

The forward supply point is that node directly behind the FEBA. It is
solely responsible for retupply of all the ground-combat units in a sector and
has an output capacity conceptually different from the output capacity of the
rearward nodes, directly related to the number of combat units to be supported.
If supplies are available at the forward supply point, it Is presumed that the
combat units are always capable of getting up to 2 days of supply in I calendar
day if neces~cy. This presumption is justifiable on the grounds that much of
the needed manpower and transport capability will come from the supported
units themselves.

Between successive operational cycles of the logistics model the FEBA
will have moved by an amount assessed In the GCM. A rearward movement
of the FEBA may result in its getting behind the current location of the forward
supply point. If this is the case, the next most rearward node becomes the
supply point. This new forward supply point will have its on-hand supplies
made equtal to those currently at the new location plus the minimum of either
the on-hand supplies or the ground-plus-air output capacity at the old forward
supply point.

When the FEBA advances beyond one node, the forward supply point is
moved to the location of the uncc'ered node. Since this new location was
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previouly In seemy territory, It does not love supplies of its own. Supplies
are then transferred from the old forward supply point up to the limit of its
oSPt capacity.

For either forward or rearward movement of the forward supply point,
Incomplete combat units are moved with the supply point to the new location.
Hoding incomplete units at the forward supply point is a modeling convenience,

asine units owing to )'EBA moveraert. The movement of troops anid their
equipment up to the forward supply point is debribed later.

Enemy Interdiction

After the location of the forward supply potat has been checked and moved
if necesary, the situation is considered static for the remainder of the logis-
tics assessment. The next stop is to take into account the effects of enemy
interdiction on LOCs and supplies. The size of losaes In ground and air output
capacities and in supplies at particular nodes is determined in the tactical-air
model, Chap. 3. Nodes ate selected for attack on the basis of the range of the
attacking aircraft and the size of each node, measured in terms of its on-hand
supplies and total output capacity.

Although the logistics model is reducing output capacities owing to inter-
diction, the recovery from previcus losses must also be considered. In the ab-
sence of better data it is assumed that a loss in ground output capacity can be
recovered completely with 2 day's delay.

Demand for Resupply

At a node there may be three external demands for supplies: the demand
for supplies to be sent forward (at the forward supply point this is the demand
from the ground-combat units), the demand from SAM sites, and the demand
from tactical-air bases. The sum of the three is the total external demand on
a given node. Since the model does not recognize LOC restrictions between a
supply node and its associated SAM site or tactical-air base, the only time
these demands are not met is when total demand on a node exceeds supplies
available at the node. When demand exceeds supplies available, supplies are
delivered in proportion to the demand.

Ground-Combat-Unit Resupply. A ground-combat unit enters the combat
zone, at or in front of the forward supply point, with a quantity of supplies
stated in the input data. On a partlcular day the supplies expended by a un..t
will vary with unit type, Its status (Le., assigned to combat or withdrawn),
strength, and posture. Supply expenditures for full-strength units are defined
in the input data. Less-than-full-strength units use supplies in proportion to
their personnel strength.

The logic for creating the demand for resupply of a unit is that it should
attempt to keep on hand an authorized load, specified as the number of planned
days o supply that a unit should carry with it into battle. The planned day of
supply is the amount of supplies a unit is cotsidered to consume per day over
an extended period of time.

A demand for resupply is calculated for every unit In a sector and sum-
med to provide the total combat-zone demand In that sector. The sum of the
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planed day of supply is also calculated so that stockpile requirements can be
fronmlat# intn tnnR of aupnlta. Stncklpgtl requirements at various nodes in a
sector are stated as the number of planned days of supply that should be hold
at each node.

Resupply of SAM Sites and Tactical-Air Bases. The positioning of tactical-
air bases and SiM Pites is described in detail in Chaps. 3 and 4 respectively.
They interact with the logistics model insomuch as they consumve supplies.
Each SAM site and tactical-air base is associated with a particular node that
is responsible for providing them with supplies. SAM sites are assumed to de-
mand supplies at a constant rate per battery, based on an assumed level of
activity. Demands by tactical-air bases are calculated in a similar manner to
those from the ground-combat units, each base having an authorized stock " evel
that it attempts to maintain. Hence the demand for resupply at a tactical-air
base is merely the difference between actual on-hand supply levels and the
authorized stockpile. The consumption of supplies is a function of the number
of sorties flown from the base.

Movement of Supplies, Troops, and Equipment

In this part of the model, supplies are moved through the sector to meet
the demands from the ground-combat units, the SAM and tactical-air bases in
the sector, and the consumption of supplies by the nodes themselves. Any re-
maining output capacities are used to move new units (troops, their equipmaent,
and authorized basic load) up to the combat zone and to meet stockpile require-
ments of specific nodes.

The input of supplies and new units into a sector will be described later.
Here it is necessary only to realize that,as a result of prepositioning, move-
ment within the sector, and input from outside the theater, each node in a
sector has tons of supplies and tons of new units associated with it. The latter
quantity is made of two components: the part of a unit that has to travel over
the ground LOCs and the part that can be moved by air. The proportion de-
pends on the unit type and the kind of aircraft that provide the ale capacities.

The impetus required to set supplies moving through a sector is provided
by the demand from the groundcombat units. Sapplies are moved from node
to node using logic that is applied to each node in turn, beginning at the for-
ward supply point. The logic of the model is designed so that all supplies and
new units will be transported over ground LOCs, if the capacities are Ia. ;e
enough, with the use of supplemental air transportation.

The supplies that should be sent forward to the combat units may be re-
stricted by the ground output capacity of the node. If this is the case, and no
air resupply is available, the supplies that remain at the node are used, as
necessary, to satisfy any deficiencies at the SAM and tactical-air bases.

.Jince the flow of supplies from node to node is the lifeblood of all ground
units, SAM, and tactical-air bases, it is important that every attempt be made
to meet the forward demand for supplies. If the supplies leaving a node fall
short of the demand, because of a lack of supplies or ground-output-capacity
limitations, it may be possible to fly the deficit Into the receiving node in
fixed-wing aircraft. This can be done If the receiving node has an airfield
capable of accepting the deficit and if a node (or nodes) to the rear has suf-
ficient supplies and air output capacity. Attempts to supply the deficit are
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mme first by the node currently forwarding supplies, then by the first node in
the sector (thoit to be the node most likely to have both sufficient suppbes
and air capacity), and then by the second node, am so od.

In kseplag with the pbhilosopby that adl supplis and now units should, Uf
possible, be moved over the ground LWCs, remaining ground output capacities

are use to send ew units to a more forward node and then to send supplies to
meet stockpile requirM ns of the forward node.

All the supplies Leaving a node by ground means do not necessarily reach
the next node. Loss in ground output capacity due to enemy interdiction, Le.,
the bombing of roads and railways, may occur ivhen supply convoys are actually
on the road. Quantities of supplies lost in this manner are difficult to deter-
mine, but in the model it is assumed they are proportional to the fractional
loss in capacity. Hence, If FS are the supplies sent forvwrd from a node, then
the supplies FS reaching the next node are given by:

F9- FS(I- d

where OC is the nominal ground output capacity of the node and OC is the loss
due to enemy interdiction. Supplies sent forward by air are not subject to
losses since the tactical-air model does not consider the interdiction of trans-
port aircraft in flight.

The procedures described in the previous paragraphs are applied in turn
to every node in the sector, with some deviations from the rules In assessing
the forward supply point. The net result for all nodes behind the forward sup-
ply point Is a shifting of supplies and new units from one node to the next.
Supplies leaving the forward supply point go to consuming unitE and cannot be
sLpplemented by air delivery. Combat units that have traveled piecemeal
throoagh the LOC network stay at the forward supply point until they are com-
plete, then they are assigned to combat.

Finally, in this movement section of the model, any residual airlift capa-
bilities are used first to transport new units to the forward supply point and
second to meet any unfulfilled stockpile requirements.

Input of New Units and 3upges

The arrival timen & new units and supplies into a theater are scenario
dependent,and, as premioutly mentioned, each unit is described by two weights:
that which mus-t he trasrprted over ground I)Cs and that which may go by
air. In most theaters of operations the arrival points for large units and supply
consignments are Iimzted In number, with a resultant limitation on the number
d battle sectors that they serve. For this reason the input data must specify
the points t entry (port arms or air bases) for the incoming combat units and
supplies. The assignment of combat units to battle sectors is then governed by
rules in the TDM, Chap. 4. Supplies that have not been predesignated for a
specific unit are distributed among the sectors in proportion to the total sector
demand.

Degradation of Combat Effectivenese

A division would normally have 2 to 3 days of supply on hand when in com-
bat. Should its consumption exceed its resupply, the logistics model will degrade
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the unit's comWa effctiveness when the supplies on hand go below a stipulated
2-d&y level. This reflects the fact that when the general level of supplies Is
low In a large unit lk a division, some of the smnaller component units will be

Abort of supplies and will begin rationing. It In felt that a unit's degradlation of
caOmbat effectiveness (Les., ICE) Is not a linear function of the amnount of sup-I
plies on band. Hence the type degradation used In the model is shown in Fig. 6.
(This curve is represented In tabular form in the input data.)

'u50

U

0 1 2 3 4
DAYS OF SUPPLY1

Fig. 6-Dgradation of ICE as a Function of
Days of Supply On Hand

The equation of the previous curve is given by

)/ 4.5 N - 1\0.6pueenizipEff - 100 ) for 2/9-<N-'2.0

where N is the number of days of supply with the division.
The equation is represented In the computer model by a table of values

and may easily be changed if a more acceptable degradation function becomes
available.

Assignment of New Units to Combat

New units are transported as tons through the sector until they reach the
forward supply point. The model recognizes that a complete unit has reached
the forward supply point by checking the total weight of units at the forward
supply point against the list of units vs total weight that Is compiled when new
units enter the sector. When it Is adjudged that a complete unit has reached
the forward supply point It is assigned to combat.
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Chapter 3

TACTICAL-AR MODEL

INTRODUCTION

The original version of RAC's quick game was strictly an assessment of
ground action dealing with combat and combat-support elements. Within the
computerized version, it was intended that both air elements and logistics units
be simujated to add completeness to the game assessment. This chapter ex-
plains in detail the type of assessments performed by the tactical-air model.

GENERAL DISCUSION

The tactical-air model of CQG Is based on the premise that the effects of
air operations can be forecast and that weapon systems and tactics can be
evaluated on the basis of past experience and analytic comparison. Certain
air operations data from WWII, the Korean War, and Vietnam have provided a
ba - from which to measure air-weapons effectiveness in various applications.
_ his respect the quick-gaming tactical-air model was designed to assess the

effects of air attacks on ground-combat elements, opposing aircraft and other
specific targets in three general-type inissions: air-superiority missions,
CAS, and interdiction-type missions. For detailed assessments, air-superiority
missions are viewed as the SAM-suppression, air-base-interdiction,and air-
defense roles deemed necessary- for attaining air superiority.

Daily operation of the tactical-air model is dependent on the TDM (dis-
cussed in Chap. 4) wherein an aLr-control authority (ACA) assigns combat air-
craft to each battle sector on the basis of enemy ICE per sector and the over-
all aircraft availability. (The number of ACAs operating within the theator is
a function of the theater, scenario, and game objectives.) From the total air-
craft assigned to each sector, the model makes aircraft assignments to air
bases within the sector on the basis of air-base and supply availability and to
the combat missions on the basis of enemy air power per sector.

After the TDM has allocated combat aircraft to various battle sectors,
the tactical-air model assigns the aircraft to air bases within the sector for

home-base location and logistics support. The home-base location is neces-
sary as a basis for evaluating a combat radius of the type aircraft used in the
game. (The present tactical-air model provides for one type of aircraft only,
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witj the ordnance load assumed to be a standard loading for the mission as-

signment.) The combat radius, an input to the model, determines the maximum
depth to which SAM sites, enemy air bases, and supply nodes may be inter-
dicted. All dintanr'is are c4aculated from the node that supplies the home base
to the nodes associated with the target elements.

Assignment of aircraft to the five combat missions within each sector is
based on the relative strength of opposing air forces per sector. The air
doctrine being followed, for both sides, gives primary emphasis to achieving
air superiority. As the degree of superiority Increases, more and more air-
craft are assigned to CAS and interdiction-type missions. The tactical-air
model is flexible enough to accept any variations in mission assignments and
requires only a change In the input data.

METHODOLOGY

Often in war-game assessments, aircraft missions are degraded by aborts
only. An abort factor, however, generally represents average materiel relia-
bility and does not account for variations in the weather, errors in navigation,
target acqaisition, or other factors that may prevent an aircraft mission from
being 100 percent completed. To account for these intangibles the tactical-air
model degrades the number of combat aircraft by an overall-reliability factor
(ORF). This ORF combines the effect of abort factors with flight-effectiveness
factors to give a degraded mission performance. Thus once a sector has been
assigned aircraft for a day's operation, the ORF is applied to each sector to
determine the number of aircraft actually available for that day's action.

Allowing a maximum of two sorties per day per aircraft, the same factor
is obtained if a listing of individual events and their probabilities is considered.
Let P equal the probability that a single aircraft is flyable throughout the day,
R equal inflight reliability on each of two missions, and FEV equal expected
value of flight effectiveness for each of two missions; then the ORF is

ORF - 2xPxR2 x(FV)2

which may be considered as representing the expected number of effective
sorties per day per aircraft assigned. The above ORF value is an Input to the
air model and is bAsed on assumed values of the individual events.

Only one type of aircraft is played in the tactical-air model. It can be a
designated aircraft such as the F-4C or F-105, or a notional aircraft taken to
be available in the theater. The armaments used are assumed to be a standard
loading with respect to the mission assignment.

A combat radius is determined for the aircraft used in the game and is
entered to the model as input. In a non-SAM environment, flight altitudes to-
ward, over, and returning from a target area will be much higher than in a
SAM environment. Hence combat radii may change appreciably for various
air-defense environments. The combat radius determines the maximum depth
to which SAM sites, air bases, and supply nodes may be interdicted.

There are instances, however, when air bases are forced to move. The
rules for movement u( air bases are:
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(a) An air bams will move to a more forward predesignated position If the
distce from air base to FESA Is greater than some fixed distance. The dis-
6.. - -4 .w.... 4 far C1. 54 CPO- .

(b) An air base will move to a more rearward predesignated position
whenever the FE.RA recedes to within a fixed distance of the air base. The
distance remains constant for each game operation.

Possible air-base positions for each sector are determined and entered
into the program as are the maximum number of daily sorties the air base can
sustain. This allows the tactical-air model to choose the number of air bases
required to bandle the assigned sorties per day.

O i a daily basis the ACAs assign tactical aircraft to each of the sectors
within their area ot control. The tactical-air model then assigns these aircraft
to air bases within the sector. The number at aircraft Nj the jth air base will
receive is limited by one of the following three values: the number of aircraft
to be assigned to the sector A,, the present air-base capacity, or the supply
level at the air base to equip and sustain sorties. This minimum function is
expressed as

j" Cj (OH).
N1  min A L 1J.

where A, = number of aircraft to be assigned to ith sector
= maximum sorties per day from jth air base

CI = present air-base capacity (percentage) for j tn air base
(OH)i = on-hand supplies of ith air base

B = number of air bases within combat range of FEBA
s = sorties per aircraft per day
t = tons of supplies consumed per sortie

Thus if NI = A, , the most forward air base (j = I) receives all the aircraft
assigned to this sector for the day's actions. If Ni < A, then R = A, -N I is

assigned to the next most forward air base (j = 2). If there are still Ai aiicraft
to be assigned, the air base (j = 3) is then made active for this day, and so
forth. From the calculations shown in Chap. 4, we know 'here is adequate capa-
bility in the ith sector to receive all Ai aircraft allocated for this day.

Assignment of aircraft to particular missions within each sector has biten
made a function of the relative strength of air forces per sector. The tactical-
air doctrine being followed places primary emphasis on achieving air super-
iority. As the degree of superiority increases, more and more aircraft are

n~4.1AtoA-an ' tjto 1. ,M*S1 * '&.L' ' I- e 'e&----- pe"--
_86T U IMI MCJ vAM CLR.U M. 4.AZLL% L UL iu

sion is made from mission curves of the type show in Fig. 7. Any set of
similar curves may be em: loyed in different runs ot the simulation. Other
tactical-air doctrines may require that a different st of curves be made avail-
able to both the Red and Blue forces.

It is also possible that different tactical postures warrant other air-
mission assignments. For example, the Blue defense force, If it has air
superiority, may wish to assign a high percentage of the aircraft on CAS mis-
sions; however, if the samL force is in a stalemate situation, a high percentage
of interdiction missions may be of tactical importance. In these situations the
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tactical-air model io flexible enough to accept all variatis in mission assign-
memt, provided that they are entered before ea~ch computer run. For most theaterr. -4 6a .% at taa4.. s.n~. -4.,~r ana 1. ah _16 o.16 --A I.I
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This section of the tactical-air model presents the logic surrounding the
model structure and the necessary formulas for making model assessments.
The convention adopted in the following notation of air-model terms is that
unbarred symbols refer to the friendly force operations and the barred sym-
bolB to the enemy operations. Dotted symbols refer to the attrition of various
items assessed in the model. Appendix A contains a generalized flow chart of
the tactical-air model.. Annex Al is a glossary of terms used in the air-model
assessments. Model data necessary for tactical-air amsiessments are pre-
sented In Annex A2.

Air-Defense Operations

Air-defense operations all utilize measures designed to destroy or reduce
the effectiveness of attack aircraft, including air-defense fighters, SAMs, anti

* ADA organic to ground-combat units.
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Effectiveness of Air-Defense Fighters. The tactical-air model a,4sumes
that air-to-air battles occur concurrently with each mission assessment. Since
the aircraft played in the model are of a composite type, it is assumed that the
escort aircraft that generally accompany other mission aircraft are now part
(A the total number of aircraft engaged. Thus fighter-escort and air-defense
aircraft will be attrited through similar assessments in air-to-air battles on
a sector-by-sector basis.

Totl number of attacking aircraft killed (A) oy air-defense aircraft (i.e.,
interceptors) in a given sector is

A min ( 1 A 3, a A)

where A3 - number of aircraft allocated to the air-defense role by defender's
mission curves

P1 = kill probability of interceptors vs attack aircraft
a = acceptable attrition to attacking aircraft if mission may be aborted;

if mission is nonabort type, the valu2 should be 1.0
A = number off attacking aircraft

Total number of interceptors killed (A3) by the attacking aircraft in a
given sector is

A3 = min [ F.min (A, A3), b A 3]

where P.5 
= kll probability of attack aircraft vs interceptor

b = acceptable attrition to air-defense aircraft before defense mis-
sion is aborted

A = number of attacking aircraft
A3 = number of interceptors

The nuiber of attack aircraft (A) lost to interceptors is subtracted from
the total number of attacel aircraft (A). The remaining aircraft are then reap-
portioned to combat missions using the initial percentages indicated by the
mission-assignment curves. This iew distribution is used to determine further
affects o attack aircraft on. their various missions.

Surface-to-Air-Missile Effectiveness. This portion of the air-defense
routine determines the number of aircraft lost to SAMs as each sector is pene-
trated by the enemy attack aircraft. The new distribution of attack aircraft is
used to determine the number of aircraft per mission.

In the SAM assessment there are two single-salvo-kill pro abilities
.- ployed Oue Is applie -4- Mrd whose. mission ,4u Is to at-

tempt SAM suppression at the site, and the other is a lower value applied to
aircraft on other missions. The aircraft in the second category are CAS air-
craft when in range of the SAMs and aircraft that must fly by this SAM site to
complete a mission at greater depth. It was considered that fly-by aircraft
would be aware of certain SAM sites and could take evasive action to get through,
although not entirely unharmed. CAS aircraft generally operating on the deck
would likewise receive a lowered assesrment from SAMs but might beccme
more vulnerable to ADA in the area.

Within each battle sector there may be more than one concentration of
SAM-fire units in depth from FEBA. Depending on the theater, there may be
more than one type of SAM unit deployed. Since each SAM concentration is
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characterized in the model by the number of fire units available, SAM effective-
ness against attacking aircraft can be determined.

As explained later in the counter-air-defense operations, alrcratu assigned
to SAM-suppression missions will be in proportion to the number of SAM fire
units at each site. A fire unit as defined here consists of the detecvion and
guidance radar, the fire-control system, and those batteries or launchers
served by the fire-control system.

The total number of attacking aircraft lost (A,) to SAM fire at a given site
will be:

2 = mi(F j A ,  1,2,4,5.

Where A. = number of attacking aircraft on j -type mission
F. = number of fire units at the site

P21 = SSKP of SAM vs aircraft on j-type mission
ci = maximum attrition to aircraft on j-type mission as one SAM

site is penetrated
The Close Air Support Board in August 1963 defined targets of maximum

interest for close support of ground operations 75 km from FEBA.8 Twenty-
five percent of the targets indicated were less than 12 km from FEBA, and 75
percent of the targets were between 12 and 75 km of FEBA. In these cases
only the first SAM site back from FEBA would be within range to be effective
against CAS aircraft. The remaining attack aircraft, depending on their type
of mission and combat radius, may come under attacl rom other SAM elements.

The number of attacking aircraft lost to SAM fire is a funct ion of the
SSKP for the type of SAM system deployed and of that system's firing doctrine,
i.e., one, two, or more missiles per salvo. In an actual engagement SAM units
would undoubtedly find the attacking aircraft at differing altitudes. But the
present model assumes that aircraft penetrate at combat altitudes that are
least costly to the air unit as a whole.

Air-Defense Weapon Effectiveness. The number of attack aircraft lost
to ADA organic to the ground forces in each sector is assessed as an overall
attrition constant per sector. The attrition constant d is a weighted average
of the effectiveness of ADA weapons organic to combat divisions and support-
ing elements within each sector. Hence as aircraft penetrate a given sector,
the attrition ( onstant for that sector is assessed against the aircraft. Specific
values for determining an attrition constant may be found in the THEATERSPIEL
Manual.1 3 The assessment form for attack aIrcraft lost to ADA wPfannR is

where d equals attrition constant to attack aircraft from ADA weapons and 4
equals number of attack aircraft on j-type mission.

The ADA weapon effectiveness is degraded as CAS effects and other battle
actions are brought to bear on the giound forces. Once the attrition constantA is determined for a combat division, the ratio of ADA effectiveness to divislon

ICE will remain constant. Then as the division ICE is reduced by battle effects,
the corresponding ADA attrition constant is similarly reduced.
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Counter-Air-Defense Operations

(U) Counter-air-defense operations (CAO) are designe. to encompass
Amm-duppeessioun a-Su -'*ba 1...-r~t- miss~ons. The deta2iled~ alfte4

assessed are air strikes against ground-based air-defense weapons and the
loss of enemy air capability by means of interdiction of air bases and sup,,ort-
Iug air tacilities.

'U, The number of aircraft assigned to each type of mission within the
CAO is d ermined in the following manner. Note that an implicit assumption
is made that good intelligence on the location of SAM sites and air bases is
available.'(a) Determine if an enemy air base is within combat rkuge of the
home air base. If none exist, all CAO aircraft are assigned to interdict SAM
sites within range. If no SAM sites are within range, the CAO aircraft are then
reassigned to air-defenst CAS, and interdiction-type rissiens equally.

(b) If active er %&my air bases and SAM Rites are within range of the
home air base, 50 perc';ut of the CAO aircraft attack the air bases and 50 per-
cent attack SAM sites. (These are arbitrary percentages and may be changed
at any time.)

(c) The number of a -aft assigned to each SAM site is in propor-
tion to the number of fire units a: etch site.

(d) The assignment of aircraft to attack enemy air bases is made in
proportion to the number of enemy aircraft assigned to and hence the quantity
of supplies available at the air base.

(U) Air-Base Interdictlon. Active air bases within range of the opposing
air forces are vulnerable to interdiction. The interdi'tion assessment is made
against the air-base facilities, on-L.nd supplies, and parked aircraft. The
methods of assessment are discussed in the following three sections-

(U) (a) Air-base capability. The capability of an air base to sustain a
given number off sorties per day (depending on available runways, parking areas,
and other supporting facilities) is degraded by means of this assessment. The
degradation to a given air base is assumed to be represented by"

. ... h c

where C = percentage dlegradation of air-base capacity
C = present air-bass capacity as percentage of maximum

A5 = number of aircraft that attack a given air base
= percentage oi A5 aircraft that attack air-base facilities

k, = attrition constant to air-base capacity
(C) The attrition constant to air-base capacity is based on data from the

Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) Physical Vulnerability Handbook and listed
as tabular data in an AWC "Analysis Seminar Control Manual."" For example,
10 tons of ordnance delivered is expected to destroy 6 percent of air-base facil-
ity, and 20 tons of ordnance destroys 14 percent cf he facilities. Assuming
Blue aircraft can deliver approximately 4.5 tons of ordnance per sortie we note

C - (4, A5~')
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then

and 4xp (kAS)
\C / C

finally

With C 6 perc:nt, I tons equate to 2.25 aircraft; then k, 2.7 percent per
aircraf,

C - A4 ierce-.t, 20 tons equate to 4.45 aircraft; then k, = 3.3 percent per
aircrAft

The refoi e
average k, value - 3.0 percent for each Blue aircraft.

(U) (b) Destruction of on-hi d supr!'es. The tons of on-hand supplies
lost by air-base interdiction is equal to the percentage of air-base capacity
lost. That is;

(U) (c) Destruction of parked aircraft. A damage assessment to parked
aircraft at any air base assumes that the number of aircraft on the ground at
the time of the attack is known. Since this would probably be a wild guess on
anyone's part, the approach used here is to make the fraction of aircr: unable
to scramble a function of the ORF per airc'aft. Thus the number of aircraft
on the ground at any air base will be at least those that are inoperable on a
given day. If ORF is the overall reliability fac -r for aircraft per sector, then
(1- ORF) is the fraction of aircraft assumed unable to scramble wbon attacked.
This value, very arbitrary in itself, is then applied to the number of aircraft
previously assigned to a given air base. The losses would be

Aa = min [ [34 A,, o (I -ORF) Aa]

where P4 = probability of killing a parked aircraft on one bombing pass
h = percentage of A5 aircraft that attack parked aircraft

A5 = number of aircraft attacking this air base
A' = number of aircraft allocated to this air base for mission assignments

(U) SAM Suppression. Within each battle sector the model recognizes
that SAM capability may be deployed at various depths from FEBA. This de-
ployment or assignment of SAMs to various battle areas is discussed in Chap. 4.
The discussion of CAO operations indicated the method of assignment of air-
craft to attack each SAM site.

(U) Once the number of aircraft attacking a given SAM site is known, the
SAM losses may be computed. Since ihe Al aircraft are assigned to SAM sites
in ratio to the strength of fire units at each site, and aircraft attacking rearward
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SAM units come under fire from forward SAMs but with a lowered value of kill,
the form of the loss assessment may then be written as

- min (P 3 . A 1, F,)

where F the number of SAM fire units destroyed
P3 = probability of one attack aircraft destroying one fire unit
A, = number of A1 aircraft attacking this SAM unit

e - attrition to fire units from attack aircraft = 1.0
F = number of fire units at this SAM site

CAS Operations

(U) After the mission-assignment curves determine the number of aircraft
per sector to go on CAS missions, this portion of the model determines the
incremental ICE that is added to each sector to account for close-air effects.

(U) However the tactical-air model plays either one type of aircraft or a
composite of all types of aircraft available in the theater. For applicaticn to

this portion of the model an FPS is determined based on the type and amount of
armaments carried on one sortie in a typical CAS mission.

(C) The Close Air Support Boards indicated that an effective m,, ,ition
loading for CAS missions would be six pods of cluster bomblet unit %CBU) muni-
tions for air alert to nine pods of CBU munitions for ground alert. If &her
ordnance is used, the Board indicated that in the period 1965-1970, CAS air-
craft would average 6250 lb of ordnance. (Red aircraft are capable of deliver-
ing approximately oae-third this amount of ordnance in a CAB role.)

(C) Computation of ICE values for any weapon used in CQG assumes that
target types and target sizes are similar for all area-fire weapons. The re-
sultant ICE value is then proportional to the product of the lethal area of the
munition and the number of munitions assumed to be fired or delivered in a
stated period of time-in this case I battle day. The ICE values for Blue and
Red CAS sories are .0036 and .0012, respectively. The Blue ICE value was
computed assuming an average of 7.5 pods of CBU munitions delivered on a
typical CAS mission. These ICE values, when multiplied by the total number
of aircraft assigned to CAS missions, will yield the ICE that is to be added to

the sector ICE for the day's action. (The ICE computation is made for each
sortie per aircraft assessed each day.) The total ICE for CAS is computed on
a daily basis to account for loss of aircraft or change in CAS tactics.

A ssessme.t of Interdiction Operations

(U) The logistics model of CQG recognizes LOCs existing in each sector
as one-dimensional supply routes. The supply nodes, which simulate the aggre-
gation of all supply points existing within fixed distances from FEBA, are pre-
determined for each sector. Thus the logic for air interdiction of LOCs and
damagp to supply nodes Is presented in this section of the air model as Inter-
diction operations.

(U) Interdiction of supply lines and loss of supplies is generally most
critically felt in the forward battle areas. Resupply into these forward areas
is of the greatest importance since supply losses tend to create a loss of combat
effectiveness within a day or two. However, aircraft are not assigned to interdict
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the most forward node only since a point of diminishing returns exists when too
many aircraft attack one target. Therefore the tactical-air model interdiction
assessment has aircraft attacking supply nodes in depth from FEBA out to the
combat range of the aircraft. The aircraft are assigned to each node in pro-
portion to the size oi the node as determined by its outpui eapatity, its ori-h-id

supplies, and its air-resupply caps ,ility.
(U) 1f T1 , T2 , . . - , T. are the tons of supples, output capacities, and air

resupply that characterize supply nodes 1, 2, . . . , n back f rom FEBA respec -

tiveiy, then the fraction of the total aircraft assign-ed to any one node within
range is

I T

where T = T] + T 2 + ... T,, (i = 1, . .. , n)
An assumption made here is that the same aircraft will not attack more than
one supply node on any one mission.

(U) LOC Interdiction. The LOC capacity of each supply node is a function
of the capacity nf the rail and road network of the lines of supply and the logis-
tics effort required to keep the unit at maximum effectiveness. The present
output capacity is assumed to drop if either the supply lines are interdicted or
the logistics unit suffers a reduction in strength. With the present output ca-
pacity taken as an index to the vulnerability of the LOC, an exponential decay
assessment is assumed acceptable to express damage to LOCs and reduction
U logistic support.

(U) Assuming that,of the total aircraft attacking a given node, I percent
attack the LOCs and supply convoys and the remaining (1-t ) percent attack the
on-hand supplies and the air resupply capability (if any) at the node, the reduc-
tion in output capacity is then

OC = 0C l-exp( C ( )]

where OC = pre ent output capacity of this node, tons
k2 = attrition constant to output capacity
A2 = number of interdiction aircraft attacking this node
t = percentage of A2 aircraft attacking output capacity

(C) The attrition constants used in all interdiction assessments are based
on data in the AWC "Analysis Seminar Control Manual." '

" For example, k2 for
Blue aircraft is derived from a tabulation showing that aa interdiction raid of
22 aircraft (100 tons deli1vered) would be able to reduce a 50-mile length of
LADC In heavy terrain by an average of 15 percent. (45-aircraft raid, 200 tons
delivered, creates an average of 21 percent reduction.)

(C) To compute the value of k2 for Blue aircraft,we note that

k2 =_ In I -

=-3700 In 0 - 0.15) '27 tons per aircraft

where A represents the number of aircraft considered in the evaluciion and

OC = 3700 tons is the average output capacity of all nodes simulated in the
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Southeast Asia theater scenario. (For Red aircraft with approximately 1 -ton
ordnance, the k2 value is 6 tons of OC destroyed per aircraft.

(U) The tons of supplies destroyed as a result of LOC interdiction is
asessed as a percentage of supplies forwarded by ground means from a given
node and is equal to the percentage of r-duced output capacity. This assess-
ment, although generated in the air model, is finally applied in the logistics
model after supplies have been sent forward tj the next node. The loss of sup-
plies forwarded by ground means FS (g) is

oC
S (g) - OCx FS (S)

(U) Air-Resupply and On-Hand-Supply Interdiction. Two other character-
istics of supply points are recognized as vulnerable to air interdiction. These
are the organi air-resupply capability available to some supply nodes anti the
stored supplilei at the node.

(U) The interdiction to air-resupply capability is in actual fact the loss
of parked transport aircraft at the supply complex, as well as a loss in .&rfield
capability to handle the transports. The degradation of the air resupply, U
present at a given node, is similar to the exponential decay assessment used
previously but with a different attrition constant. The loss of air-resupply
capability (AC) is

AC - AC [i-ex CA

where AC = total air-resupply capability of present node
k4 - attrition constant for air-resupply capability
A = number of aircraft interdicting; this node
r = percentage of A2 aircraft attacking air resupply

Note: If a given node has no air-resupply capability, the r percent aircraft are
then assigned to interdict on-hand supplies.

(C) The k4 attrition constant is based on AWC data's stating that 20 tons
of ordnance delivered on an air base damages 14 percent of the facilities or 47
percent of the parked aircraft. Assuming that interdiction aircraft wili attack
both transport aircraft and other transport facilities in equal measure, the
average loss is about 30 percent. Since the average resupply capability of all
supply nodes in the theater that have transport facilities it nearly 900 tons/day,
the k4 value is determined in the same manner as the other k's. That is,

-900
k4 = 4 In (1 - 0.3) = -200 (-0.36) - 72 toans/ircraft

,C) The loss of on-hand supplies from an interdiction mission is also
assessed by the exponential-decay expression. The attrition constant k3 is
based on "destruction f supplies by conventional bombing" data in the AWC
Manual."5 Data presented indicated that 25 tons of ordnance delivered damaged
12 percent of supplies in a typical storage area. FMi01-10,5 para 5.66, indi-
cates the area used for supply density in this model, resulting in 2500 tons per
target area. Thus k3 equals

k -250 in (1 - 0.12) - 455 (-0.13) , 59 tons/.ir-raft

4j
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Using this attrition constant for on-hand supplies, the loss of on-hand
supplies at a given node is determined by

F 14. 1 A, X
VH - OHLr - A V1

where OH = tons of supplies on hand at this node
k3 = attrition constant for on-hand supplies
A2 = number of aircraft Interdicting this node

s = percentage of A2 aircraft attacking on-hand supplies

Summation of Losses and Recovery

An obvious step that must be taken after detailed assessments are made
is the summation of losses. All categories of losses such as aircraft, SAM-
fire units, supplies at air bases and supply nodes, LOC throughput capacities,
etc., are subtracted from the current strengths of the various elements concerned.

In particular the aircraft losses are extended in one additional dimension.
The logic expressed in the detailed assessments represents flights into and
through target areas. Return flights are not being assessed in the same detail
since no particular mission is now apparent. It is assumed that all aircraft
will take the maximum evasive tactics possible to get home safely. Therefore
a loss, assessed as a percentage of total loss on the incoming leg, will be

assessed on the return leg of the mission. The value used at present is 0.2
percent of incoming losses; this value, however, Is certainly arbitrary.

If more than one sortie per day per aircraft is planned for the simulation,
losses on the first sortie are subtracted from total aircraft strength. The re-
maining aircraft are then reassigned to various missions as indicated by mis-
sion curves. Detailed assessments are again computed with losses subsequently
totaled as before.

After one cycle of the tactical-air model has operated, recovery and/or
replacement of items is entered into the model. Aircraft and SAM-fire units
have a stated replacement rate, whereas the air-base capability Is recovered
at a fixed rate of 8 percent/day. (See Annex A2.)
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Chapter A

TACTICAL-DECISION MODEL

GENERAL

The TDM was designed for use within CQG using simple rules to allocate
resources a men and materiel within a theater with respect to need and assign-
ment capability. Specifically the model is designed to allocate tactical aircraft
on a daily basis to each sector for both sides, to determine the sectors in which
follow-on combat units could best be deployed, and to determine the distribu-
tion of SAM units as they enter the theater. The various allocation routines
simulated in the TDM are discussed briefly in the following paragraphs.

The allocation uf tactical aircraft to each battle sector on a daily basis
for each side is dependent on the type of ground action in the sector, the strength
of the ground forces involved, aircraft availability, and the provision that the
defending nation may indicate various strategic phase lines that, if penetrated,
are of major concern and must be dealt with at once.

The selection of battle sectors to which newly arrived combat units are
assigned is based on the aggressor's rate of advance or cumulative distance
adv aced toward some strategic objective or strategic phase line and on the
ability of the LOCs and logistic system to handle additional units. The basic
philosophy being followed is that an attacker will attempt to advance to an objec-
tive as quickly as possible without losing ground already captured and the de-
fender will strengthen areas in an attempt to halt the attackers advance.

The allocation of SAM units to battle sectors following their planned arrival
time into the theater creates a buildup of SAM defenses within each sector.
This buildup follows the basic doctrine of deployment for the type of SAM units
Involved and concerns itself with unit positioning and unit separation.

The allocation schemes developed for assigning combat units and SAM
units to sectors (and internal nodes) may be overridden by a sector (and node)
assignment specified in the input data. An input of this type allows the tactical-
decision routine to be bypassed only for the entries specified.

TACTICAL-DECISION-MODEL INTERACTIOIN WITH
OTHER QUIC: -GAME MODELS

The resource-aIlocation routines within the TDM create interactions with
the other game submodels. The logic d the various routines and the points of
interaction are discussed in the following sections.
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Tactical-Air Model

For control tnd daily allocation of combat aircraft the TDM simulates an
.CA .in..t -. -- _, fro. thnumb cr..L11 air. t nderaCn ~iu LLID LUSjV &&AV V

age of aircraft to be allocated to each sector, based on the tactical situation
within the sector. For a theater operation an ACA may be considered equiva-
lent to the tactical-air-force commander and his staff. If the theater is largeenou, more than ont air, force i5 required; hence more th-ml n- AA ol

be simulated. If at any time during a play of the simulation all sectors within
the purview of one ACA are overrun, the aircraft remaining under the control
of that ACA will be assigned to the remaining ACAs.

Since the ACA generally operates at a theater-command level (it may
operate at a lower staff level if the situation warrants it) and serves more than
one sector, the number and identification of the sectors under consideration
must be included as part of the input data. The input also specifies the num-
ber of aircraft initially with each ACA and the planned arrival times of other
aircraft into the theater.

Allocation of Combat Aircraft. The allocation of combat aircraft to each
battle sector is a function of the tactical situation existing in the sector. Three
tactical situations are possible: (a) Red forces advancing, (b) Red forces ie-
treating, and (c) forces stalemated, i.e., no. FEBA movement. These situations
are assumed to be assignment priorities 1, 2, and 3 in the order a, b, c for the
Red force and a, c, b for the Blue force. Thus each day the ACA for each side
assigns all the aircraft available to the highest priority situation existing. If
that situation exists in more than c sector, the aircraft are assigned in ratio
to the ICE of the opposing force in tne sectors involved. Thus any desirod
change in the logic or priority assignment of aircraft may be made by reorder-
ing the above situations. This reordering possibility lends itself to sensitivity
studies on tactics of aircraft assignment.

One exception to the above allon'ation scheme occurs when the defenders'
strategic phase line is penetrated. These sectors become of prime importance
once one or more of them is penetrated and all the defenders' aircraft are
assigned in ratio to the ICE of the units making the penetration. Once the ad-
vancing units are halted, the defenders' aircraft are assigned to sectors ac-
cording to the usual allocation scheme. When the phase line has been pene-
trated in all sectors, an alternate phase line is brought into being and the
aircraft assignments follow as before.

The allocation of aircraft to each sector by the ACA is not done entirely
onthe basis. . te Er -1 * e un"ts nvol ved. Certainy' the ICE permits an

initial designation of aircraft, but an additional step in sector selection is war-
ranted. This step is to determine the maximum number of aircraft that each
sector can accommodate, based on the capacities of air bases within range of
FEBA and the supplies available at the air bases to equip and sustain com-
bat sorties.

As described in Chap. 3, the tactical-air model recognizes a maximum
capability of n sorties/day for each air base. Assuming s sorties/day per
aircraft and a consumption rate of t tons of supplies per tactical sortie, each
sector can accommodate the following number of aircraft:

NI  Mrin( Y 'I -IC , 8 (OH); I ..... ,m
N1  in(h~SJ. 1=1 2; St ,
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where a - the number of Feectcr o controileil by the ACA under consideration
8 - number of sector air bases within combat range of FEBA, most

forward air bhave b-.Ing i 1
C - the present air-base cspacity (percentage), i.e., the present level

of operation of the air base
ai - maximum number of combat sorties .ner day from the ith air base

when at 100 percent level of operation
OH - tons of supplies on hand at the j th air base

Thus ff Ai is the number of aircraft the ACA initially wanted to assign to
sector i based on the ICE ratio, one of Lbt following situations will exist:

(a) if N1 < Ai, then Ri - Ai - N, is the number of aircraft available for I
assignment to other sectors,

(b) if Ni > Al , then sector i is capable of receiving more aircraft than
originally planned, and

(c) If N < A for all sectors under the purview of one ACA, then R = A - N
is the number of aircraft not assigned by the ACA for thj:i day's action.

Assignment of Surface-to-Air Missiles Units. The assignment of SAM
units to battle sectors, if not spelled out by the scenario, is determined by the
TDM following their planned arrival time into the theater. The buildup of SAM
defenses will follow the basic doctrine of deployment for the type of SAM units
involved which states, for short-range low-altitude SAMs:?6

SAM units should be deployed to accomplish early destruction of low-flying aircraft.
Some units should be positioned behind those deployed forward to add depth to the defense
and provide flexility and continuity of fire. Mutual support Is achieved by fire unit
separation ls" tins eight-tenths times effective missile range. SAM units are employed
so closer than 10 km of FEBA.

SAM units, generally in battery-sized units, will be attached for resupply

purposes to the most forward supply node of each sector first. The follow-on
batteries of SAMs also will be assigned to this forward node until the degree
of mutual support desired (Le., spacing of batteries) is achieved, at which
time SAM batteries will be assigned to the next rearward node. This allows
for defense in depth as called for by the deployment doctrine. It is possible,
however, to override the TDM and, by appropriate input, designate the sector
and node that will receive the SAM units as they arrive in the theater.

Movement of SAM sites after they have beer. assigned to various sectors
Is handled by the following rules:

(a) As the FEBA advancns and a SAM site is being overrun, the fire
units available at the overrun site become available to the next rearward
node.

(b) As the FEBA moves forward, new supply Mints are uncovered at
stated intervals and designated as forward supply points. The SAM-fire
units located at each node are depioyed forward one node for each new node
uncovered.

(c) The logic of step b changes when the most rearward node in the sector
is the forward supply node (i.e., there is only one supply node in the sector).
If the FEBA now moves forward and the second node becomes the forward node,
only one-half the SAM-fire units and on-hand supplies appear at the second node.
As the FEBA continues to move forward, the fire units at each node now move
forward one node for each new node uncovered.
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Ground-Combat Model

The assignment of new combat units to either force within the theater
creates additional units for the GCM to control and evaluate on a daily hasip.
Each new unit is assigned Zo a battle sector by simple assignment rules. Con-
sidering the Red forces to be aggressors and hence conceptual attackers arid

QeMu oresa concptua -- --- --- r, the assgnen rue area us follrcwa:

The Conceptual Defender. The assignment of new units to the defenJing
force4 if not directed by the scenario, proceeds by the following rules:

(a) Among the sectors operating from a port complex or central staging
area, determine the sector where the attacking force can reach some predesig-
nated defensive position within a minimum time. The defensive position may
be a strategic phas line or the port area itself. The times involved are de-
termined by the distance to the defensive position and the attacker's present
rate of advance as a function of existing posture. The sector thus selected re-
ceives the new unit. This unit then travels through the sector LODC-node sys-
tem and is termed active when it is moved out from the forward-supply node.

(b) If the aggressor is not attacking in any battle sectors (i.e., the de-
fending forces have been able to achieve stalemate uz, are counterattacking in
all sectors) the new unit is assigned to that sector where the FEBA is a mini-
mum distance from the most forward unpenetrated strategic phase line.

The Conceptual Attacker. The assignment of attacking units to the vari-
ous sectors, if not spelled out by the scenario, proceeds as follows:

(a) The new unit is assigned to that sector where the present FEBA is a
minimum time from the stated strategic objective. This objective is generally
the capture of key logistics or communications centers within each sector.
Time is determined by distance to objective and present rate of advance within
each sector.

(b) If stalemate exists In all sectors, the new unit is assigned to that
sector where the FEBA is a minimum distance from the stated objective.

(c) If stalemate exists in some sectors (i.e., there is no FEBA advance)
and the defense is counterattacking in other sectors, the new unit is assigaed
to that sector where the present FEBA is a minimum distance from the stated
objective.

It is clearly recognized, however, that instances may well occur where
an additional unit assigned to a sector will overburden the logistics capa ility
of the sector. Therefore before the new unit is assigned to a sector, the ability
of that sector to resupply existing combat units, to transport replacement items
and supplies o air bases and SAM sites, and to deploy a new unit is cal efully
evaluated. If in the total evaluation the new unit is judged not able to reach the
fo-ward node before a fixed number of days has elapsed, the unt is then di-
rected to the aector with the neXt greatest teed. (The -number of days assumed
for the test play was taken to be equal to twice the number of nodes in the
sector. This number is arbitrary and can be changed at any time.) A check
on the next sector's logistics capability is also made. If no sector meets the
stated qualifications, the new unit will be assigned to the s:ctor that initially
was judged to have the greatest need for additional units, regardlezs of its
logistics capability.
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FLOW CHARTS

This appendix contains the detailed flow charts of the miodels described
in Chaps. I to 4, In addition a list of notations isr and data samples are pre-
sented to serve ah a guide through the tactical-air- model flow chart. Some of
th~e data entries are scenario dependent, others arr not.
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NOTATIONS USED

This list of notations defines terms used in the assessment of air-model interactions.

Al number of aircraft assigned to j -type mission where
= 1, 3AM suppression
= 2, interdiction

3, air defense
4, CAS
5, air-base interdiction

P1  kill probability of interceptors vs attack aircraft

PS kill probability of attack aircraft vs interceptors

a attrition constant to attack aircraft, i.e., percentage of lo see that attack aircraft
will expect from interceptorsithe value is 1.0 unless mission can be aborted

b attrition constant to interceptors, i.e., percentage of losses that interceptors will
sustain from attacl aircraft

c) attrition constant to aircraft on 1 -type mission as one SAM site is penetrated-may
be viewed as expected losses for the type of mission assigned

P2j SSKP of a SAM-fire unit vs attacking aircraft on i-type mission

di attrition constant to attack aircraft on j-type mission from ground-based air-
defense weapons; this constant is relevant to air-defense weapons organic to
deployed combat units

P2* SSKP of SAM vs aircraft on a bypass flight of this site

di attrition constant to attack aircraft on I-type mission from rearward ADA

Note: d4* = "

P3  probability of attack aircraft destroying one SAM-fire unit; value should inclue
air-to-suface missiles if present

C attrition constant to SAM-fire units vs attack aircraft, i.e., expected losses to
SAM-fire units from attack aircraft

k attrition constant to air-base capacity; ability to sustain sorties per day

T1  percentage of aircraft of i th sector air base unable to scramble when attacked

P4  probability of killing a parked aircraft on one bombing and strafing pass
9 percentage of A5 aircraft that attack air-base facilities

h (1- percentage of A5 aircraft that attacked parked aircraft

k2 attrition constant to LOC throughput capacity, i.e., node output capacity
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k3  attrition constant to on-hand supplies

k4  attrition constant to air-resupply capability

r percentage of A2 aircraft that attack air-resupply capability

s percentage of A2 aircraft that attack on-hand supplies

percentge of A2 aircraft that attack output capacity of gien node, i.e., the LOC
between nodea( = - (r + s))

X maximum distance from active air base to the FEBA

Y minimum distance from active air base to the FEBA

L percentage of Incoming aircraft losses that are assessed on return flight

TACTICAL-AIR-MODEL DATA SAMPLES

Blue Red Blue Red
Data entry value value Data entry value value

P1  0.03 0.03 1 0.5 0.5

PS 0.01 0.01 X 360 miles 230 miles

a 1.0 1.0 Y 60 miles 60 miles

b 0,02 0.02 L 0.2 0.2

C) 1.0 1.0 Aircraft consump- 12 4
0.10 tion rate, tons

per sortie
di 0.005 0.005 SAM consumption 15 9
P2 0.03 0.02 rate,* tons per

d j 0.003 0.003 battery

P3  0.25 0.15 SAM basic load, 45 30
tons per battery

C 1.0 1.0 Aircraft replace- 1 1

k, 3.0 0.67 ment rate,* per

I 0.21 0.27 ACA

Air-base recovery 8 8
P4  0.33 0.25 rate,* %

0.5 0.5 SAM recovery 0.2 0.2

h 0.5 0.5 rate,* fire unit
k2  27.0 6.0 Aircraft combat 420 300

k3 59.0 13.0 range, miles
Sortie rate,* per 1 172.0 16.0 aircraft

0.25 0.25 Aircraft relia- 0.68 0.63

s 0.25 0.25 bllity factor

*An assumed daily rate.
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